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Figure 1: Our method can generate dynamic group behaviors along with coherent and collision free navigation. We highlight
the performance in a street-crossing scenario, where different groups are shown with different colors. Our approach can
automatically adapt to the environment and the number, shape, and size of the groups can change dynamically.
Abstract
We present a new algorithm to simulate dynamic group
behaviors for interactive multi-agent crowd simulation.
Our approach is general and makes no assumption about
the environment, shape, or size of the groups. We
use the least effort principle to perform coherent group
navigation and present efficient inter-group and intra-
group maintenance techniques. We extend the recipro-
cal collision avoidance scheme to perform agent-group
and group-group collision avoidance that can generate
collision-free as well as coherent and trajectories. The
additional overhead of dynamic group simulation is rel-
atively small. We highlight its interactive performance
on complex scenarios with hundreds of agents and com-
pare the trajectory behaviors with real-world videos.
1 Introduction
The problem of simulating the trajectories and be-
haviors of a large number of human-like agents fre-
quently arises in computer graphics, virtual reality, and
computer-aided design. It includes generation of pedes-
trian movements in a shared space and the collaboration
between the agents governed by social norms and inter-
actions. The resulting crowd simulation algorithms are
used to generate plausible simulations for games and
animation, as well as accurately predicting the crowd
flow and patterns in architectural models and urban en-
vironments.
One of the main challenges is modeling differ-
ent behaviors corresponding to navigation, collision-
avoidance, and social interactions that lead to self-
organization and emergent phenomena in crowds. Prior
research and observations in sociology and behavioral
psychology have suggested that real-world crowds are
composed of (social) groups. The group is a meso-level
concept and is composed of two or more agents that
share similar goals, over a short or long period of time,
and exhibit similar movements or behaviors. In many
instances, up to 70% of observed pedestrians are walk-
ing in such groups [1, 2]. As a result, it is important to
model the group dynamics that includes intra-group and
inter-group interactions within a crowd.
In this paper, we address the problem of simulating
the group behaviors that are similar to those observed
in real-world scenarios. In crowds, small groups are dy-
namically formed as some of the agents move towards
their goals and generate behaviors such as aggregation,
dispersion, following the leader, etc. As the individual
agents respond to a situation (e.g. panic or evacuation),
the dynamic behaviors can result in splitting a large
group or new groups being formed. Such group behav-
iors are frequently observed in public places, sporting
events, street-crossing, cluttered areas when the pedes-
trians tend to avoid the obstacles, etc. Furthermore,
the geometric shape of the group and the size of these
groups may change. Some earlier observations have
suggested that group sizes different according to a Pois-
son distribution [3].
Prior work on modeling group behaviors is mostly
limited to cohesive movements or spatial group struc-
tures. The simplest algorithms cluster the agents into a
fixed number of groups and the size of each group re-
mains fixed (i.e. static grouping). They are unable to
model the changing shape or size of the group, splitting
of a large group into sub-groups or merging of smaller
groups into a large group. Furthermore, in some sce-
narios an agent may switch from one group to the other
group in close proximity. It is important to model such
dynamic behavior in arbitrary environments.
Main Results: We present a novel algorithm to gener-
ate dynamic group behaviors using multi-agent crowd
simulation. Our approach is general and makes no
assumptions about the number, size, or shape of the
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groups. We use spatial clustering techniques to generate
group assignments that take into account the positions
and velocities of the agent. Our group-level navigation
algorithm is based on the principle of least effort that
tends to maintain the group relationships as each agent
proceeds towards its goal position. We present efficient
inter-group and intra-group level techniques to perform
coherent and collision-free navigation. The group shape
and sizes are automatically updated as new agents are
assigned to the group or when some agents leave the
group.
We extend the agent-agent reciprocal collision avoid-
ance algorithm [4] to perform agent-group and group-
group reciprocal collision avoidance. We formulate the
velocity obstacle of the group in terms of the convex
hull of the current agent positions and use that to per-
form conservative collision avoidance. Our approach
is used to compute the new preferred velocity for each
agent that not only avoids collisions with other agents
and obstacles, but also performs coherent group navi-
gation. This makes it possible to handle high-density
crowds as well as arbitrarily shaped groups.
The overall approach has been implemented and we
highlight its performance on many complex bench-
marks with dynamic group behaviors. The additional
overhead of group computation and maintenance is rela-
tively small and our approach takes a few milli-seconds
per frame on scenarios with hundreds of agents. Our
formulation can generate smooth and coherent group-
level trajectories and we demonstrate the benefits over
prior methods based on agent-based or meso-scale al-
gorithms. We compare the trajectory behaviors gener-
ated by our algorithm with real-world crowd videos by
extracting the pedestrian trajectories. Overall, our ap-
proach offers the following benefits:
1. Our approach is general and makes no assumption
about the environment, size or shape of the groups.
2. We present an efficient algorithm for agent-group
and group-group collision avoidance by extending
the reciprocal velocity obstacle formulation.
3. Our approach can generate dynamic group behav-
iors in terms of formation, merging, splitting, and
re-assignment.
4. We observe plausible group behaviors and smooth
trajectories, similar to those observed in real-world
crowds.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
briefly survey prior work in crowd simulation and group
behaviors in Section 2. We introduce the notation and
give an overview of our approach in Section 3. The
overall algorithm is described in Section 4, and we high-
light its performance in Section 5.
2 Related Work
In this section, we give a brief overview of prior work
on crowd simulation and group behaviors.
2.1 Crowd Simulation
There is extensive work on modeling the behavior of
crowds. These include multi-agent simulation tech-
niques for computing collision-free trajectories and
navigation based on social forces [5], rule-based meth-
ods [6, 7], geometric optimization [4, 8, 9], vision-based
steering [10], cognitive methods [11], personality mod-
els [12], etc. Other class of simulation algorithms are
based on data-driven methods [13, 14] and estimating
the simulation parameters based on real-world crowd
data [15, 16]. The macroscopic simulation algorithms
compute fields for pedestrians to follow based on con-
tinuum flows [17] or fluid models [18] and are mainly
used for high-density crowds.
2.2 Group Behavior Simulation
Group behaviors have been studied in computer graph-
ics [19, 20, 21, 22], robotics [23], pedestrian dynam-
ics [2], and social psychology [24]. Prior techniques
have been mainly used to simulate static or fixed-
sized groups and perform group-based collision avoid-
ance [25, 26, 27]. However, none of these methods
can efficiently simulate dynamic groups of varying sizes
in arbitrary environments. Golas et al. [28] have pro-
posed a hybrid approach that combines microscopic and
macroscopic methods, and generates grouping behav-
iors by taking into account long range trajectory pre-
dictions. However, this approach cannot generate stable
grouping behavior, and long range prediction can be ex-
pensive. Recently, a distributed following strategy [29]
has been proposed for dynamic behaviors, but is lim-
ited to scenes with a few agents and cannot simulate ar-
bitrary merging and splitting behaviors or handle large
number of groups.
3 Overview
In this section, we introduce our notation and give an
overview of our approach.
3.1 Dynamic Grouping Behavior
Our approach is designed for multi-agent crowd simula-
tion algorithms. We assume that during each step of the
simulation, each agent in the crowd has an intermediate
goal position that is used to compute its preferred ve-
locity. This goal position can change over the course of
the simulation. The notion of dynamic grouping is mo-
tivated by real-world crowd observations. Many stud-
ies have highlighted the importance of group dynamics
in the context of modeling the interactions between the
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Figure 2: Algorithm pipeline: We show the various compo-
nents of our algorithm for dynamic group behaviors.
agents and with the objects in the environment [30].
The number of such groups or the size of each group
(i.e. number of agents) can change during the course of
the simulation.
The dynamic grouping behavior within a crowd is
classified based on how the agents are dynamically clus-
tered into groups. Given a set of n independent agents
sharing a (2D) environment consisting of obstacles, we
automatically compute these groups using spatial and
temporal clustering algorithms. In particular, given the
current position pa and velocity va of an agent a, we
need to cluster all agents into a set of groups {Gi}
according to a pairwise similarity metric defined over
the agents. It is possible that some agent may not be-
long to any group and is treated as an isolated agent.
The specific group assigned to an agent a is denoted as
Ga ∈ {Gi}. We also compute the velocity of a groupG
as the average velocity of all agents belonging toG, and
is denoted as vG. During the simulation, the number of
agents in a group G may change or or may maintain the
group formation. For example, nearby agents with sim-
ilar goals and similar directions of motion will merge
into a group and maintain the group by following one
after another. A large group may split into several sub-
groups while facing an obstacle or other groups, and
these sub-groups may merge into one group after pass-
ing the obstacle. As two groups come close to each
other, it is possible that agents may switch from one
group to the other (i.e. reassign groups for an agent).
As a result, it is important to support such group be-
haviors corresponding to formation, merging, splitting,
reassignment, etc.
3.2 Agent-Group Velocity Obstacle
For collision avoidance between the agents, we use the
concept of velocity obstacles [4]. In order to perform
collision avoidance between groups, we use the notion
of velocity obstacle V Oa|G for one agent a induced by
a group G. Given the velocity of the group vG, V Oa|G
can be defined as the set of agent a’s velocities va that
will result in a collision with G at some point within
time window τ assuming that the group G maintains its
velocity vG during τ :
V Oτa|G = {v|∃t ∈ [0, τ ] such that
pa + (v − vG)t ∈ CH(G)⊕D(0, ra)},
(1)
where D(0, ra) is a disc centered at the origin with
radius ra, and CH(G) is convex hull of the set of
agents constituting the group G. The convex hull pro-
vides a conservative bound that can guarantee collision
free navigation. This equation implies that if agent a
chooses a velocity outside the velocity obstacle V Oa|G,
it will not collide with group G within the time window
τ . Intuitively, the velocity obstacle can be geometrically
constructed as a cone with apex in pa and its sides tan-
gent to CH(G) expanded by the radius ra of the agent
a, which is then translated by vG, as shown in Figure 3.
From the geometric interpretation, we can observe that
the convex hull CH(G) need not be computed explic-
itly, instead the velocity obstacle can be fully defined by
the extreme agents in the radial directions of the group,
as observed from pa. We denote the most ”clockwise”
agent as era and the most ”counterclockwise” agent as
ela. These two agents e
r
a and e
l
a are used to compute
collision free trajectory of agent a.
a
G
vG
vG
V Oτa|G
va
ela era
θ
Figure 3: Agent-group Velocity Obstacle: The velocity ob-
stacle V Oτa|G for agent a induced by a groupG of agents. The
group G contains six agents and its convex hull is the dashed
line. If G only contains a single agent, V Oa|G reduces to the
traditional velocity obstacle between two agents. The black
agents ela and era are two most extreme agents in the group G.
The angle θ represents the steering angle required by agent a
to avoid the group of agents G.
3.3 Our Approach
Our goal is to generate realistic dynamic grouping be-
haviors for pedestrians. We assign the agents to differ-
ent group during each frame and compute its trajectories
by taking into account group dynamics. In cluttered ar-
eas, the agents tend to be assigned to a large group, and
in open areas the agents tend to be well spread out and
may not be assigned to any group. As a result, we need
the capabilities to support such dynamic merging and
splitting behaviors.
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Furthermore, our approach is motivated by the prin-
ciple of least effort [31] that has been used for comput-
ing the agent trajectories in prior crowd simulation al-
gorithms. An agent aligns itself with a group such that
the resulting motion is governed by effort minimization.
In particular, given the preferred velocity for each agent
a, we tend to compute the actual velocity that tends to
minimize the effort required by the entire group Ga to
avoid the obstacles. In order to support dynamic groups,
our approach supports the following computations:
Group formation: We use spatial clustering algorithm
to generate the initial group assignment for each agent
in the crowd. The isolated agents are not assigned to
any group.
Group maintenance and navigation: Our approach
tends to maintain these groups as long as possible dur-
ing the navigation. All the agents belonging to a group
exhibit coherent trajectories and behaviors. We per-
form inter-group and intra-group computations to gen-
erate such behaviors. At the inter-group level, each
group needs to perform high-level coherent trajectory
computation to avoid collisions with other groups and
obstacles. The collision avoidance policy is chosen in
a manner that if all agents in the same group consis-
tently make the same choice, the entire group tends to
avoid other groups altogether. At the intra-group level,
each agent inside a group (except the group leader)
will choose one fellow agent from the same group, and
follow it to make progress towards the goal. If each
agent in the group follows this policy, our approach
doesn’t need to explicitly check for agent-agent colli-
sions within a group.
Group update: The group assignments are updated and
the number of agents belonging to a group may change.
A key component for trajectory computation is an ef-
ficient group-group collision avoidance algorithm. In
our approach, this is achieved by first avoiding the colli-
sions between the group leader of each group and other
groups, and then determining a suitable preferred ve-
locity for other non-leader agents. In particular, we
use OCRA-based agent-group collision avoidance tech-
nique [4] to compute the velocity for the group leader.
All the other agents in the same group will compute
their velocity according to the following policy. The
new adapted preferred velocity for each agent is used
by the agent-agent OCRA algorithm to compute the ac-
tual velocity for each agent by taking into account all
the constraints. The preferred velocity is chosen such
that it guides the agent towards its goal position. The
various components of our approach are shown in Fig-
ure 2.
4 Multi-agent Simulation
In this section, we present our multi-agent simulation
algorithm that can simulate dynamic grouping behav-
iors.
a gab c
gb
(a) group formation
ga
c
b
gb
a
(b) group maintenance
gacb
gb a
(c) group split
c ga
gc
b
gb
a
(d) group re-merge
gc
c
gab
gb a
(e) leave a group
Figure 4: Dynamic group behaviors during the navigation.
(a) The agents first are clustered into groups according to their
position and velocities. Each agent will has its individual goal,
e.g., agent ab, c’s goals are ga, gb, gc (please see (e)), re-
spectively. (b) After a while, two groups will run into each
other, but both groups will maintain their constitution during
the navigation. (c) For collision avoidance, one group (marked
by the red dashed line) is split into two groups. (d) After these
two groups pass through each other, the split groups merge
back into a single group. (e) If one agent in a group can ap-
proach its goal easily, it will choose to leave the group and
navigate alone.
4.1 Group Formation
We use spatial clustering algorithm to compute the ini-
tial group assignment for each agent. This assignment
is based on the positions and velocities of all agents.
The clustering criteria is based on the following crite-
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ria. Given a pair of agents, a and b, they belong to the
same group if the following conditions hold:
• the position pa of agent a and the position pb of
agent b are within a predefined distance p, and
• the velocity va of agent a and the velocity vb of
agent b are within a predefined threshold v .
The transitive closure of this relation uniquely classified
each cluster into groups, and can be formally described
as
(a ∼ b) ≡ (‖pb − pa‖ < p ∧ ‖vb − va‖ < v),
where ∼ is the binary operator defining whether two
agents would be grouped together. Given this criteria
for grouping, we use a greedy algorithm to compute
these groups {Gi} inO(nk) time, where n are the num-
ber of agents in the crowd and k is the number of groups
in the partition. In particular, we iteratively check each
agent whether it can be grouped into any existing groups
according to the ∼ relationship. If an agent is not as-
signed to any group, it is treat as a single or isolated
agent during that frame.
4.2 Group Maintenance and Navigation
One key point in simulating the group behavior for a
crowd is how to maintain the groups based on colli-
sion avoidance constraints during the navigation. We
achieve the group maintenance by using a two-level ap-
proach: the inter-group level makes sure that the entire
group will avoid other groups as a whole, and the intra-
group level ensures that all the agents belonging to a
group do not collide with each other.
4.2.1 Inter-Group Level
In most multi-agent simulation algorithms, each agent
independently computes its current velocity for colli-
sion avoidance. However, such navigation algorithms
may not be able to maintain the group-like coherent mo-
tion. This is because each agent may choose different
extreme agents (as shown in Figure 3) from the same
group to avoid collision, due to their difference in po-
sitions and velocities relative to the obstacle group. In-
stead, we would like that each agent in the same group
as a should select the identical side (all el or er) while
bypassing one group G.
For this purpose, we first estimate the effort required
for agent a to bypass one obstacle group G as
Ea = (va − vG)× (pa − pG) · n, (2)
where vG and pG are the average velocity and posi-
tion of the group G respectively, and n is the normal of
the 2D plane. As shown in Figure 3, this effort mea-
surement is the sine function with the steering angle θ
required by the agent to avoid with the obstacle group.
Then the total effort for the entire groupGa can be com-
puted as E =
∑
b∈Ga Eb, and the bypassing side (for
navigation) is computed as:
s =
{
r (right) if E < 0
l (left) otherwise.
(3)
In other words, each agent would choose the same by-
passing side which has a smaller effort for collision
avoidance. The solution of Equation 3 provides an ini-
tial direction of motion for each agent. In this way, the
group Ga will avoid the group G as a whole.
G1
G2
G3
G4
el4
el2
el3
Figure 5: Group-group collision avoidance: Our approach
can compute collision-free as well as coherent trajectories for
agents in each group.
When the group Ga needs to avoid a set of different
groups {Gi}, it first randomly selects one group Gi that
may collide with it, and then computes the bypassing
side s and the extreme agent esi for it. Next, it repeat-
edly checks whether there are any other groups that may
collide with it on the side s. If yes and suppose that par-
ticular group isGj , then it will choose to bypassGj also
from the side s and the corresponding extreme agent is
esj . If not, then the iteration stops and the extreme agent
is computed. One example for this process is illustrated
in Figure 5. Suppose we are computing the bypassing
side and extreme agent for groupG1 which first chooses
to avoid G2. It decides to bypass from the left side and
the corresponding extreme agent el2. Since both G
4 and
G3 are both to the left side of el2, we need to further
check for collision avoidance. Lets assume that we se-
lect group G3 during the next step. To be consistent
with the decision of avoiding G2, we continue to by-
pass group G3 from the left side, and choose el3 as the
extreme agent. Since there is no more groups to the left
of el3, the iterative process stops. In this way, group G
1
will bypass group G3 from the left side, as shown by
the red trajectory in Figure 5. The trajectories for other
groups can be computed in a similar manner.
4.2.2 Intra-Group Level
After computing the bypassing side for the entire group,
we can achieve coherent navigation within a group.
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However, this may not be sufficient to avoid the reas-
signment, i.e., the exchange of agents between different
groups. First, the bypassing decision in the inter-group
level depends on the extreme agents of a group, which is
computed based on the group’s convex hull (see Equa-
tion 1 and Figure 3). If the convex hulls of different
groups overlap with each other, some agents in the same
group may be isolated by the agents from other groups.
In some other cases, the group needs to deform its shape
(e.g., from a circle shape into a line shape) in order to
maintain the group coherence for navigation a cluttered
environment, and thus bypassing other groups from the
same side may not be sufficient.
To reliably avoid group reassignment, we need to
keep agents connected during the navigation. In or-
der to simulate this trajectory behavior, we use the dy-
namic following strategy. In particular, we let each
agent dynamically follow some other agents in the same
group whenever possible. In this way, the members
in a group will move along the same local path and
will have the minimal risk for group reassignment or
collisions with other agents. To achieve this behavior,
we first need to decide whether one agent should be
a leader or a follower in the group, and if it is a fol-
lower, we need to determine whom it should follow.
Suppose the group G chooses to bypass another group
from the side s, then G’s member agents all have es
– the extreme agent in the obstacle group on the side
s – as the temporary goal gG. We choose the leader
of group G as the member that is closest to es, i.e.,
leader = argmina∈G ‖pa − gG‖. All other members
would be treated as the followers.
If an agent a is a follower, we choose its following
target as follows. First, we find all agents b in the group
that satisfy ‖pb − gG‖ < ‖pa − gG‖, and the set of
all qualified agents is denoted as F . In order to com-
pute a stable connected group, we choose a’s follow-
ing target as the one in F that is closest to a. This
is because if b is too far away from a then when tried
to follow b, the group shape may change considerably,
which makes it difficult to perform group-level collision
avoidance. Formally, a’s following target is selected as
b∗ = argminb∈F,b6=a ‖pb − pa‖.
4.3 Group Update
The group update or reassignment happens under two
situations. The first situation is while the agents are in
the open area and can easily approach their goals. In this
case, the group bypassing and dynamic following strate-
gies are usually sub-optimal for an individual agent’s
trajectory, even though they are beneficial for the over-
all navigation. As a result, the notion of being able to
stop following at the suitable time will help improve
the performance of multi-agent navigation system. We
perform this step by checking whether the original pre-
ferred velocity vpref will result in making the agent col-
lide with any other agents. If not, the agent will detach
from the group and uses the discrete agent local navi-
gation algorithm based on ORCA to move towards its
goal.
The second situation arises when the current group
setting is not able to compute a collision-free velocity
for the navigation. This is mainly because the original
groups have deformed too much during the navigation,
and their shapes are become quite non-convex. Our so-
lution is to perform re-clustering over the entire crowd,
to generate a group partition that can better describe the
current dynamic behavior of the pedestrian crowd.
4.4 Collision Avoidance
Besides the high-level grouping behaviors, we also need
to make sure that there is no collision between the indi-
vidual agents in the crowd. However, prior agent-agent
collision avoidance schemes such as ORCA [4] or so-
cial forces [5] may not maintain the group assignment.
Some recent methods [25] extend the traditional agent-
agent velocity obstacle by considering each group as a
super-agent. However, they assume the group shape and
size is should be fixed during the navigation, and thus
requires all agents in the group must always choose the
same velocity. As a result, simple extensions of velocity
obstacle may not be able to find a feasible solution and
does not work in cluttered environments where group
deformation and/or reassignment are necessary for col-
lision avoidance. Instead, we use a two-level to keep
grouping behavior and make sure safe navigation simul-
taneously.
4.4.1 Group-Group Collision Avoidance
For the group-group collision avoidance, we leverage
the result from the following strategy in Section 4.2.2.
Given the leader agent a of one groupGa, we first com-
pute the adapted preferred velocity of a that can avoid
all the other groups.
In order to avoid the collision with other groups
within time τ , the agent a should choose the actual
adapted velocity vadapta that is outside the union of the
velocity obstacles with respect to each of the groups but
is also closest to the preferred velocity, i.e.,
vadapta = argmin
v/∈⋃G∈{Gi}−Ga V Oτa|G ‖v − v
pref
a ‖, (4)
where V Oτa|G is the velocity obstacle for agent a in-
duced by the group G, as defined in Equation 1.
Once the leader’s new preferred velocity is computed,
we can calculate the preferred velocity for all other
agents in the group Ga iteratively. In particular, we
first compute all the agents {b} that follow the leader
a, and the new preferred velocity vadaptb is set by pro-
jecting the old preferred velocity along the direction
pb − pa. Once the adapted preferred velocity is com-
puted for each agent in {b}, we continue to find the new
6
avprefa
vadapta
Figure 6: Group-group collision avoidance: a is the leader
and the dashed lines illustrate the following relationship. The
black vectors are the input preferred velocities, and the red
vectors are the new preferred velocities computed by our al-
gorithm. They tend to avoid collisions with the other agents
and used for coherent group navigation.
velocity for the followers. This iterative process con-
tinues until we compute the new preferred velocities for
all agents in the group (see Figure 6).
4.4.2 Agent-Agent Collision Avoidance
The new preferred velocity computed is used as the in-
put to the ORCA agent-agent collision avoidance algo-
rithm [4] that finally computes the current velocity for
each agent. The ORCA algorithm ensures the agent
avoids collisions with nearby individual agents. The
agent need only avoid pairwise collisions with imme-
diately neighboring agents. This computation is per-
formed independently for each agent.
5 Implementation and Perfor-
mance
In this section we describe our implementation and
highlight the performance of our algorithm on different
benchmarks. We compare our result with the group-
ing behaviors generated by two state-of-the-art crowd
simulators: agent-agent collision avoidance algorithm
OCRA [4] and a group-based meso-scale navigation ap-
proach [26]. We use five benchmarks to evaluate our
algorithms and three of them are designed from real-
world videos, and we compare the movement trajecto-
ries generated by different approaches; and two other
synthetic benchmarks, where we also compare the run-
ning time and the number of collisions between the
agents during the simulation. We have implemented our
algorithms in C++ on an Intel Core i7 CPU running at
3.30GHz with 16GB of RAM and running Windows 7.
All the timing results are generated on a single core. In
practice, our
5.1 Real-World Scenarios and Validation
We compare the crowd simulation results using our dy-
namic group behavior generation algorithm and prior
approaches on scenarios inspired by real-world crowd
videos. We extract the trajectories of the agents in
the real-world video using a pedestrian tracking algo-
rithm [32]. For each crowd simulation algorithm, the
number of agents and their initial positions and goal po-
sitions are assigned according to the pedestrian track-
ing results. Given the initial and goal positions, we
compare the trajectories of the pedestrians generated by
each algorithm and compare them with those in the real
videos in Figure 10. Figures 7 and 8 show the key frame
for simulation sequences generated using different ap-
proaches. We can observe that the simulation results
using our dynamic group generation algorithm is most
similar to the real world pedestrians in terms of trajec-
tory behaviors.
In terms of quantitative comparison, we evaluate
the behavior of real pedestrians with that of simulated
crowds by checking:
1. Compare the running time and number of colli-
sions that occurred during the navigation from the
initial to the goal positions, as shown in Table 2.
2. Compare the trajectories extracted using the track-
ing algorithm (i.e. the ground truth) for some of the
agents with the trajectories computed by different
multi-agent simulation algorithms.
In the first benchmark, agents are passing through
a crosswalk as shown in Figure 1. During this simu-
lation, agents automatically aggregate into groups and
perform group-level collision avoidance. In this bench-
mark, the total time taken by different crowd simulation
approaches is almost similar. However, our dynamic
group behavior approach result in fewer collisions be-
tween the agents during navigation. Moreover, the tra-
jectories generated using our algorithm have a better
match with the ground truth data, as shown in Figure 7.
This is due to the fact that ORCA and meso-scale simu-
lation algorithms need more space to perform collision
avoidance and therefore the agents are more spread out.
In the second benchmark, agents are moving in a
hallway inside the building, which represents a tight
space. In this simulation, each agent’s initial position
and direction of movement is computed based on the
real-world trajectories. Our approach can compute the
navigation trajectories with a few collisions with coher-
ent grouping behaviors, similar to real-world videos. In
contrast, the agents in ORCA and meso-scale simula-
tion algorithms take more time to move from the initial
to the goal positions due to the tight spaces. Moreover,
the trajectories computed by our algorithm are smoother
and there is high co-relation with the ground truth data,
i.e. the extracted trajectories.
The third benchmark corresponds to a cluttered envi-
ronment where the agents need to go through the hall-
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(a) real-world video frame (b) ORCA (c) meso-scale (d) our method
Figure 7: For benchmark 1, we compare the group behavior generated by our algorithm (d) on a real-world scenario (a). As
compared to ORCA (b) and meso-scale (c), our approach can generate smoother and coherent trajectories.
(a) real-world video frame (b) ORCA (c) meso-scale (d) our method
Figure 8: Comparison between the key frame for simulation sequences generated using different approaches on benchmark 3.
way, as shown in Figure 9. Both RVO and meso-scale
methods are not able to compute collision-free naviga-
tion as the crowd density is high. Instead, our method
automatically enables the agents to move in groups and
compute collision-free trajectories. We also observe
that the trajectories computed using our algorithm have
a better match with the ground truth data.
5.2 Other Benchmarks
We also generated some synthetic scenes to further eval-
uate the performance of our dynamic group behavior
generation algorithm. In the fourth benchmark, agents
are randomly placed in the scenario. Our approach au-
tomatically cluster them into groups and generates co-
herent trajectories. Furthermore, it results in fewer col-
lisions and smoother trajectories. The fifth benchmark
corresponds to adding several static obstacles in the en-
vironment corresponding to the fourth benchmark. Our
method can compute the paths to the goal position for
each agent. On the other hand, the agents get stuck and
pushed away from the goal position within ORCA and
meso-scale simulation
6 Limitations, Conclusions and
Future Work
We present a novel multi-agent navigation algorithm
that can automatically generate dynamical grouping be-
haviors. Our approach is general and makes no assump-
tion about the size or shape of the group, and can dy-
namically adapt to the environment. Moreover, it results
in smooth and coherent navigation behaviors as com-
pared to prior multi-agent reciprocal collision avoid-
ance algorithms. Furthermore, the agent’s tend to avoid
congestion based on group’s follow-the-leader trajec-
tory computation behavior, which is similar to human
behaviors observed in real-world behaviors. We demon-
strate its performance on complex benchmarks with a
few hundred agents and show that the trajectories gen-
erated by our algorithm are similar to those observed in
real-world behaviors and exhibit similar group behav-
iors. Unlike prior group behavior simulation schemes,
our approach is adaptive and can model the dynamic
behaviors of the agent in response to the environment.
Our approach has some limitations. It is currently de-
signed for homogeneous agents and the clustering algo-
rithm only takes into account the position and velocity
of each agent. We don’t account for agents with varying
personalities or how they respond to the environment ef-
fects or situations or the psychological component cor-
responding to the concept of personal space that varies
along different cultures or the social norms. Our recip-
rocal group-group collision avoidance algorithm can be
conservative as it is implicitly based on the convex hull
or extreme agents.
There are many avenues for future work. In addi-
tion to overcoming these limitations, we would like to
evaluate its performance in complex scenarios with tens
of thousands of agents (e.g. sporting events or religious
gatherings). We would like to further validate its perfor-
mance using other metrics, such as comparing with the
collective behaviors and fundamental diagrams of real-
world crowds. Finally, we would like to combine with
macroscopic techniques to simulate very dense crowds.
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